The following are pictures from the week ending in 8.6.21 in regards to the Human Resources Office Relocation Project. This project continues to progress really well, and should finish on time. The wallboard that was installed last week has been finished and painted. Ceiling grid is being installed so that light fixtures and tile can be placed next week. The new doors are in and awaiting staining and hardware. Next week the process to install the carpet tile and wall base will begin. The electrical contractor will beginning the installation of the cable tray and network cabling as well. The new furniture for this space has already been ordered, and will hopefully arrive on time so that once the finish work has been completed it can be installed and the staff who will work out of this space can move in right away.

The top-right photo highlights the fact that the contractor has begun the installation of the ceiling grid. The planned schedule is to drop the perimeter tile in next, and then the electrician will install the light fixtures. As soon as they complete then the remainder of the ceiling tile can be installed.

The top-left photos shows the new doors for the HR Office Suite and Conference Room A-153 are now hung. The contractors will field stain these doors to match existing.

The bottom-left photo shows the new electrical and data boxes that were installed that will allow the new conference table and re-used flat panel tv to have power and data.

The bottom-right photo was taken of the area where some extra work had to be done. Here you can see that the specially made metal trim piece was installed so that the new wall separating the two offices along the existing windows could terminate cleanly into the existing mullion. The contractor is working on finishing the recently installed wallboard so that it can be painted to match the rest of the space. Once all the paint is done along with the ceiling grid, the contractor will move onto installing the carpet and wall base.